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both bizarre and wondrous i buildbirth all manner of strange interactive creatures where the user reader becomes 
player and co author The Poetics of Space: 

3 of 3 review helpful A heavy mind expanding adventure By George B into an expanded concept and exploration of 
Space It is helping me in my desire to increase my awareness of my world and to learn that the space within a goldfish 
bowl is as fascinating as looking through a microscope or a telescope or perhaps really looking out a window into the 
vista beyond 0 of 0 review helpful F Thirty years since its first publication in English French philosopher Gaston 
Bachelard s The Poetics of Space one of the most appealing and lyrical explorations of home Bachelard takes us on a 
journey from cellar to attic to show how our perceptions of houses and other shelters shape our thoughts memories and 
dreams com This is a deep magical densely captivating book about space our homes how we live in them and how 
dwellings and space affect us it is as much a book of philosophy as a work of serious literature It requires careful 
preferably leisurely reading wi 
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germany location reichenauerstr 21 89233 neu ulm t 49 731 176 9143 infowalthercollection  summary jacket2 offers 
commentary on modern and contemporary poetry and poetics we publish articles reviews interviews discussions and 
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strange interactive creatures where the user reader becomes player and co author 
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